
Individualization is a general-
purpose technology, creating 

ability to
•Recognize individual people, items, and 
information

•Remember relevant information  and to learn 
from current activity,

•React on an individual basis to the available 
knowledge and demands.

Move from 
aggregate 

measures to 
individual 
measures.

Is there an Individualization GPT?



Individualized 
products

Individualized recommendations based on 
searching or ownership.

“Personal numbers” such 
as credit scores.

Applications of the 
Individualization GPT



Is this a new customer?

Is this a price-driven decision, 
or a service-driven?

Vacation traveler

Business traveler

Quote the Right Price



Authentication is the ability to identify an individual user or device.
Authentication answers the question “Who are you?”

Individualization Requires Authentication



Association is the ability to ability to connect observable online choices with a customer profile.  
Association answers the question “What are you?”

Improving Information Precision 
Improves Association



Currently, the precision 
of information requires 
increasing levels of Net 
user cooperation with a 

site.

As the Individualization 
GPT develops, this 

becomes automated 
and possibly less 

dependent on 
permission.

Improving identification 
means better authentication 

and association.

The Precision-
Permission Graph



Typical cookie text

SothebysId7.829677108537132e+307
sothebys.com/0232858124830124712354996572829390457*

SothebysFirstReferrerSothebyssothebys.com/
0232858124830124712355006572829390457*

SothebysFirstTimeThu, 6 Jan 2005 18:11:57 UTCsothebys.com/
0232858124830124712355066572829390457*

                                                                                         

function setCookie (name, value, expires) {
        if (!expires) expires = new Date();

    document.cookie = name + "=" + escape (value) +  <-- save cookie value
    "; expires=" + expires.toGMTString() +  "; path=/"; <-- set expiration date and path

    }                                                        

Software 
used by 
server

“Cookies” are the minimal level of online 
identification-  some data written on your 

computer by the web site.



Only a server writing a file to your 
browser has the right to write a 

cookie.

Q: How to outsource measurement 
to another company such as 

Coremetrics?

Hidden Pixels let measurement 
companies also set cookies.



Create a user-
specific 

registration 
system, based on 
values provided 

and verified at the 
individual level.

Transactions and 
additional data 

improves details 
even more.

Registration Improves 
Accuracy



A user arrives - what to show?

Generic homepageMen’s homepage
Women’s page

Individualized interaction is the ability to present customized information, 
services, or products.   Interaction answers the question “What to do?”

After authentication and 
association comes individualized 



Bayesian Learning
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Typical results from ranking current customers by annual profitability.

A profitability 
skew 

diagram of 
banking 

customers.

Profits 
would rise 
with fewer 

(bad) 
customers.

A Fundamental Lesson That Arises from 
Identification: Customers Vary Greatly in 

Profitability 



Relevant variables:

Does a business only worry about current 
customers?  How do we extend this to the future?



Formula for a constant 
series

• Discounting means that a series of payments every 
period forever has a net present value.

• Example: 

   Profit of 1 per period, 



Customer Lifetime Value

• Individual level profitability



Example of Lifetime 
Value

• Profit constant at $275 per year, Retention 
rate constant at 90%.Discount rate constant 
at 10%, 5 year horizon.



Bayesian Decision 
Making

• Use Bayesian learning to update probabilities.

• Use LTV to help assign value of different 
events.

• Choose the action that maximizes profits 
given the observed actions.



Summary

• General purpose technologies dynamically 
shape the economy.

• Internet developments are being driven by 
three GPTs.

• Digital, Network, Individualization

• Individualization allows a much richer set of 
economic strategies – individual focus, not the 
full market.


